APPENDIX

Tables:

- **T1**: Catalogue of the IERS sites
- **T2**: Directory of the IERS stations
- **T3**: Local eccentricities for IERS sites
- **T4**: ITRF96 VLBI Station Coordinates at epoch 1997.0 and velocities
- **T5**: ITRF96 SLR Station Coordinates at epoch 1997.0 and velocities
- **T6**: ITRF96 GPS Station Coordinates at epoch 1997.0 and velocities
- **T7**: ITRF96 DORIS Station Coordinates at epoch 1997.0 and velocities
- **T8**: Transformation parameters from ITRF96 to individual solutions
- **T9**: Residuals per site of the ITRF96 combination
- **T10**: Transformation parameters and their rates from ITRF96 to individual frames not included in the ITRF96 combination
- **T11**: Global residuals of the individual solutions not included in the ITRF96 combination